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Abstract
The Ego Resilience scale (ER) and The Ego Undercontrol scale (EUC) are designed to assess personality types based on how
people inhibit or express their emotional impulses. The study aim was to evaluate the psychometric properties of the Swedish
version of both scales. Two community samples were recruited through convenience sampling and were informed about the
study either while attending an undergraduate class at University or through advertisement on the Internet. For the two samples
respectively, 483 and 197 individuals aged 18–70 completed the self-rating questionnaires via a website. In the first sample,
factor structure, internal consistency, test-retest reliability and construct validity of the ER and the EUC were evaluated and a
shorter version of the EUC (EUC-13) was developed based on the outcome. In the second sample, factor structure and psycho-
metric properties of the EUC-13 were analyzed. Exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis supported both the original version
of the ER and the EUC-13. Both instruments showed satisfactory levels of internal consistency for all subscales but Socially
restrained behavior from the EUC-13, good test-retest reliability, as well as satisfactory preliminary evidence of validity. Further
validation studies are recommended, such as investigating the scales in clinical settings.
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During the last 25 years, three replicable personality types
have been identified: resilient, overcontrolled, and
undercontrolled, also called the ROU-types (Alessandri et al.
2013; Donnellan and Robins 2010). These types have recur-
rently been identified as predictors of different physical and
mental health problems (Asendorpf et al. 2008; Chapman and
Goldberg 2011; Lynch et al. 2015a). However, the field of
research measuring over and undercontrol is small, and there
is no gold standard for the assessment.

There are several different ways of describing and
assessing personality. The most common is the attribute-
centered perspective in the five-factor model, where personal-
ity is divided into five different traits: Openness,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness and

Neuroticism (Costa and McCrae 1997). Another approach is
the person-centered perspective in which individuals are
grouped based on how traits cluster in individuals, like the
ROU-types (Asendorpf and van Aken 1999; Donnellan and
Robins 2010; Letzring et al. 2005). It has been argued that the
person-centered perspective is an important complement to
the more common attribute-centered perspective in current
personality research. As an example, the person-centered ap-
proach, like the ROU-types, is helpful for example when
wanting to understand how constellations of attributes work
together to affect different outcomes and responses of the in-
dividual (Donnellan and Robins 2010).

The ROU-types have been identified in several different
cultures and contexts (Alessandri et al. 2013; Robins et al.
1996). Resilient individuals are described as able to handle
acute stress, uncertainty or conflicts in an adaptive and flexible
manner, which leads to better psychological adjustment than
for individuals with low levels of resilience (Alessandri et al.
2013; Letzring et al. 2005). The overcontrolled individuals are
able to constrain impulses and delay gratification, manifest
needs indirectly and show minimal emotional expression. The
undercontrolled individuals have limited ability to constrain
impulses or delay gratification and display immediate and
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direct expression of feelings (Block and Block 1980; Letzring
et al. 2005; Lynch et al. 2015b). In contrast to research often
describing high levels of control as unilaterally positive
(Tangney et al. 2004; Wills et al. 2016), both over and
undercontrol are described as containing favorable and unfa-
vorable characteristics in the theory of the ROU-types, and
excessive variants of both can be dysfunctional (Block and
Block 1980; Letzring et al. 2005; Lynch et al. 2015b).

The Ego Resilience scale (ER) and the Ego Undercontrol
scale (EUC) are two self-report questionnaires designed to
measure these constructs (Block and Block 1980). The scales
have previously been validated together and can be used both
separately and in combination. The ER scale was created to
measure the ability to adapt one’s level of control up or down
based on the circumstances. It has shown an acceptable inter-
nal consistency and positive associations with several mea-
sures of well-being and negative associations with psychopa-
thology (Block and Kremen 1996; Letzring et al. 2005). The
EUC was created to identify the spectrum of individuals from
overcontrolled to undercontrolled with one single scale (Block
and Block 1980; Letzring et al. 2005). However, internal con-
sistency has not been satisfactory. Factor analysis for both the
ER and the EUC was performed in one study and reported to
measure one single factor respectivley. Factors were based on
measures of internal consistency and scree plot from the factor
analyses (Letzring et al. 2005). However, the scree plot or
factor loadings were not presented and further investigation
of both the ER and the EUC properties seems warranted.

Other self-report questionnaires for assessing the ROU-
types have not been found. Measures targeting some aspects
of the phenomena are, however, available. Emotion Control
Questionnaire (ECQ2) (Roger and Najarian 1989) is a scale
measuring emotional control in four different subscales relat-
ed to overcontrol: Rehearsal, Emotion inhibition, Aggression
control, and Benign control. The scale has shown satisfactory
psychometric properties and can be used to validate the over-
control spectrum of the EUC (Roger and Najarian 1989). It
was translated in this study and analyzed in terms of reliability. A
scale appropriate for assessing personality is the Swedish uni-
versities Scale of Personality (SSP) (Gustavsson et al. 2000).
The scale is a well validated and in Sweden recurrently used
personality assessment questionnaire designed to identify dif-
ferent personality constructs derived from existing neurobio-
logical personality theories (Gustavsson et al. 2000). Three
composite scales have been identified through factor analysis:
The Extraversion, the Neuroticism and the Aggressiveness
factors. The composite scales can be related to the ROU-types
based on validation towards the five-factor model of personality
(Aluoja et al. 2009) and is therefore used as a reference scale
for validating the ER and the EUC.

In sum, both the ER and the EUC could be of use in re-
search as well as clinical practice to investigate personality,
emotion regulation or self-control among patients where these

difficulties appear, for example, in anorexia nervosa,
obsessive-compulsive disorder, or borderline personality dis-
order (Carpenter and Trull 2013; Chapman et al. 2007; Lynch
et al. 2015a). The scales are, however, in need of additional
evaluation. Also, there are no Swedish versions of these scales
or other appropriate instruments for measuring the concepts of
overcontrol, undercontrol and resilience. Thus, the ER and the
EUC were translated to Swedish in this study and their psy-
chometric properties were investigated.

The aim of the study was to investigate the factor structure,
reliability and validity of the ER and the EUC in a Swedish
non-clinical population. We hypothesized that both scales
would show factor structures indicating one single scale
respectively. We also hypothesized that the ER and the EUC
would show acceptable to high internal consistency and test-
retest reliability, and at least acceptable convergent and diver-
gent validity when compared to other instruments measuring
similar concepts. Hence, for the ER we hypothesized a nega-
tive correlation with the SSP Neuroticism scale, a positive
correlation with the SSP Extraversion scale and no or small
correlation with the EUC scale. For the EUC we hypothesized
negative correlations with all four overcontrol subscales from
ECQ2, no or small correlations with the SSP Neuroticism and
the ER scales, and positive correlations with the SSP
Extraversion and Aggressiveness scales. For convergence,
correlations on at least moderate levels were expected.

Materials and Methods

Procedure

The evaluation was performed in two separate non-clinical
community samples. In the first sample, we performed factor
analysis and psychometric evaluation of the ER and the EUC.
The initial factor analysis of the EUC indicated that the scale
was in need of item reduction, calling for a new evaluation. In
the second sample, we performed a psychometric evaluation
of the shorter version of the EUC (EUC-13). The first sample
was recruited through convenience sampling from October
2014 to July 2016 in one of two different ways. First, students
at Uppsala University from a large variety of courses were
informed about the study through verbal and written informa-
tion during class. Interested students received an email with a
link to a website containing several questionnaires which were
included for analyzing validity in our study. Two weeks after
receiving the first questionnaires, participants received a new
email and were offered to fill in the questionnaires a second
time for assessing test-retest reliability. Secondly, people were
recruited by advertisement in social media, on the homepage
for the Department of Neuroscience and on a website devel-
oped for people who are interested in participating in scientific
research (http://www.studentkaninen.se). Those who
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volunteered received more information about the study and a
link to the questionnaires via the Internet. Informed consent
was obtained by ticking a box on the website after receiving
information. All questions were mandatory except for gender.
The second sample was recruited from August to September
2017 through the same web-based approach as in the first
sample. Participants from both samples were offered to re-
ceive two lottery tickets, one movie ticket or to donate the
corresponding amount of money to one of five different char-
ity organizations.

Participants

There were 483 individuals in the first sample and 197 individ-
uals in the second one. Inclusion criterion was being at least
18 years old. A flow-chart of the recruitment is presented in
Fig. 1 and demographic characteristics are presented in Table 1.

Instruments

Ego Resilience, Ego Undercontrol and Ego Undercontrol - 13
(ER, EUC, EUC-13)

The ER-scale scale is a 14-item self-report questionnaire de-
signed by Block and Block (1980). It aims to measure the
ability to adapt the level of control based on the circumstances
(Letzring et al. 2005). Factor analysis has resulted in a single
factor, and the scale has shown satisfactory internal consistency
(.72–.76) and construct validity (Block and Kremen 1996;
Letzring et al. 2005). The EUC is a 37-item self-report ques-
tionnaire designed by Block and Block (1980). The scale aims
to measure the spectrum from overcontrol to undercontrol with
one single scale. Factor analysis has resulted in a single factor,
internal consistency has however not been satisfactory (.63)
(Letzring et al. 2005). Participants are asked to respond to items

on both the ER and the EUC on a four-point Likert scale rang-
ing from BDisagree very strongly^ (1) to BAgree very strongly^
(4). High scores on the ER indicate high adaptive control. High
scores on the EUC indicate high undercontrol, and low scores
on the EUC indicate high overcontrol. The EUC-13 is a 13-
item adaptation of the EUC, developed by the authors of this
article. The scale was translated to Swedish and developed based
on factor analysis from the two Swedish samples in the present
article. The scale has three subscales: Uninhibited behavior,

Interested in participating 

(n = 585)
Student sample (n = 135)
Advertisement (n = 450) 

Included in analyses 

(n = 483)
Student sample (n = 100)
Advertisement (n = 383)

Included for test-retest 

analyses (n = 72)

Interested in participating 

(n = 350)

Included in analyses 

(n = 197)

Included for test-retest 

analyses (n = 48)

Excluded
Never started (n = 133)

Started but did not complete 

(n = 20)

Excluded
Never started (n = 21)

Started but did not complete 

(n = 80)

Other reasons (n = 1) 

Sample 1 Sample 2

Fig. 1 Flow-chart of participant recruitment

Table 1 Demographic characteristics of included participants

Sample 1 Sample 2
(n = 483) (n = 197)

Mean age (SD) 30.6 (10.60) 32.1 (10.9)

Range (age) 18–70 18–64

Female 371a (77%) 156 (79.2%)

Male 111a (23%) 41 (20.8%)

Marital status

Married or in a relationship 297 (61.5%) 117 (59.4%)

Single 158 (32.7%) 66 (33.5%)

Single parent 16 (3.3%) 9 (4.6%)

Other (e.g. living with parents) 12 (2.5%) 5 (2.5%)

Highest level of education

Elementary school 18 (3.7%) 3 (1.5%)

High school 148 (30.6%) 42 (21.3%)

University 268 (55.5%) 139 (70.6%)

Other (e.g. advanced vocational

education or folk high school)

49 (10.1%) 13 (6.6%)

Main activity

Paid work (employee or own business) 209 (43.3%) 92 (46.7%)

Student 199 (41.2%) 83 (42.1%)

Unemployed 20 (4.1%) 7 (3.6%)

Sick leave 23 (4.8%) 7 (3.6%)

Other (e.g. parental leave or pension) 32 (6.6%) 8 (4.1%)

a One participant did not report gender
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Planful conscientious behavior (reversed) and Socially re-
strained behavior (reversed). The main purpose of the scale,
direction, and scaling are the same as the original scale de-
scribed above. The final score is obtained by reversing item 6-
13 and calculate the mean for each scale. Psychometric prop-
erties are presented in the result section of this paper.

Emotion Control Questionnaire (ECQ2)

The ECQ2 is 56-item self-report questionnaire (Roger and
Najarian 1989) designed to measure the tendency to inhibit ex-
pression of emotional responses in four different factors: 1)
Rehearsal - the tendency to ruminate about emotional upsets, 2)
Emotional inhibition - the tendency to inhibit emotional experi-
ence, 3) Aggression control - impulsivity with an aggressive com-
ponent and 4) Benign control - impulsivity without an aggressive
component (Roger et al. 2011; Roger and Najarian 1989). The
scale has shown an acceptable to high internal consistency
(.77–.86) and test-retest reliability (.73–.92) (Roger and Najarian
1989). Items are answered with a dichotomous true or false re-
sponse choice. High scores on any of the subscales indicate high
emotion control. Internal consistency of the ECQ2 in the present
studywas acceptable to high for the subscales Rehearsal, Emotion
inhibition and Aggressive control (.80, .74, and .71), but less than
satisfactory for Benign control (.65). Test-retest reliability was
high with .80, .90, .80 and .84 for each subscale respectively.

Swedish Universities Scale of Personality (SSP)

The SSP is a 91-item self-report personality questionnaire devel-
oped by Gustavsson and colleges (Gustavsson et al. 2000). The
scale contains 13 subscales divided into three overarching factors:
1) the Neuroticism factor, containing the subscales Somatic trait
anxiety, Psychic trait anxiety, Stress susceptibility, Lack of asser-
tiveness, and Embitterment, 2) the Aggressiveness factor, con-
taining the subscales Social desirability (reversed), Trait irritabil-
ity, Verbal trait aggression, and Physical trait aggression, and 3)
the Extraversion factor, containing the subscales Impulsiveness,
Adventure seeking, and Detachment (reversed). Internal consis-
tency has varied between .59 and .84 for all subscales
(Gustavsson et al. 2000). The SSP has shown good concurrent
validity in relation to the five-factor model of personality (Aluoja
et al. 2009). Answers are reported on a four-point Likert scale
ranging from BDoes not apply at all^ (1) to BApplies completely^
(4). High scores on any of the subscales indicate strong features of
each respective personality construct (Gustavsson et al. 2000).

Translation

The authors of the ER, the EUC and the ECQ2 approved
translation to Swedish. A team of three native Swedish-
speaking individuals with good knowledge in the English lan-
guage translated the ER, the EUC and the ECQ2 from English

to Swedish. An independent bilingual translator, native in
English and with fluent knowledge in Swedish, translated
them back to English. The back-translated version was com-
pared to the original version. Differences were discussed by
the authors until consensus was achieved.

Statistical Analysis

The web-based format required a response to all the questions;
hence, there were no missing values. The scales were normally
distributed and showed only minor skewness and kurtosis,
therefore, parametric tests were used. T-tests and Pearson’s
product-moment correlation coefficient (r) were conducted for
analyzing potential age and gender differences on the scales. To
assess factor structure, we used Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) with varimax rotation. Confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA) was conducted to validate the new factor structure. The
robust maximum likelihood was chosen and we used several
recommended fit indexes to determine how well our model fit
the data: The chi-square (X2), the root mean square error of
approximation (RMSEA), the standardized root mean square
residual (SRMR), the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI), and the com-
parative fit index (CFI). Acceptable fit is indicated by RMSEA
below .08 with the lower boundary of the confidence interval
below .05 and the upper boundary below 1.0, SRMR below .80,
and TLI and CFI above .90. (Hu and Bentler 1999;
Schermelleh-Engel et al. 2003). Good fit is indicated by a
non-significant chi-square value, RMSEA below .05 and TLI
and CFI close to .95. However, the chi-square is very sensitive
to sample size, and the ratio X2/df has been recommended as a
better approximation ofmodel fit. AnX2/df value below 3 or 2 is
indicative of acceptable and good fit respectively (Schermelleh-
Engel et al. 2003). Internal consistency was calculated with
Cronbach’s alpha (α). Test-retest reliability, convergent and di-
vergent validity were calculated with Pearson’s r (r) and p-
values (p). Strength of the relationships between variables were
evaluated based on Cohen’s criteria, where effect sizes (r) were
interpreted as follows: small ≥ .10, medium ≥ .30, large ≥ .50
(Cohen 2013). Analyses were performed using IBM SPSS
Statistics version 25 and R version 3.5.1.

Results

Relation to Age and Gender

Analyses showed only small correlations (r) between age and
the ER r(481) = −.09, p = .059, the EUC r(481) = −.18,
p < .001 and the EUC-13 r(195) = −.06, p = .380. Also, results
for women and men were similar. ER mean (SD) were 2.54
(0.52) for women and 2.65 (0.52) for men, t(481) = −1.91,
p = .06, d = .21; EUC mean (SD) were 2.28 (0.38) for women
and 2.29 (0.33) for men, t(481) = −0.20, p = .84, d = .03; and
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EUC-13 mean (SD) were 2.36 (0.44) for women and 2.26
(0.38) for men, t(195) = 1.26, p = .21, d = .23. Therefore, nei-
ther age nor gender were treated as factors in the analyses.

Factor Structure

In the first sample, a PCA was conducted for the ER. The
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) was .88, above the commonly
recommended value of .6 (Field 2013) and, hence, verified
sampling adequacy for the analysis. Bartlett’s test of sphericity
X2 (91, n = 483) = 1719.8, p < .001 indicated that correlations
between items were sufficiently large for PCA. Factor load-
ings of the ER are presented in Table 2. Both scree-plot and
parallel analysis confirmed prior research indicating that the
scale is best explained by a single component.

A PCA was also conducted for all original items of the
EUC. The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure of sampling adequa-
cy was .88 and Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant X2

(666, n = 483) = 5737.5 p < .001. Factor structure of the
Swedish version of the EUC contradicted prior research, with
scree-plot and parallel analyses indicating three or five factors
to be more adequate than one. By removing items with weak
loadings and items loading on several components, in addition
to theoretically discussing item reduction among the authors, a
three-component model with 13 items appeared to be the most
adequate solution. The remaining items clustered in the fol-
lowing components: 1) Uninhibited behavior 2) Planful con-
scientious behavior, and 3) Socially restrained behavior.

The new version was administered to a second sample and
analyzed with CFA to validate the previously identified factor
structure. Based on theoretical assumption, intercorrelations
were added between the latent variables. Fit indexes suggested
an acceptable fit between the model (Fig. 2) and the data: X2

(62, n = 197) = 106.936, p < .05, X2/df = 1.72, RMSEA = .063

(90% CI: .042–.082), SRMR = .072, CFI = .914, and
TLI = .891. All items but 11 showed loadings above .40.

Reliability

All reliability measures are presented in Table 3. All scales
showed at least satisfactory internal consistency and test-retest
reliability except for the subscale Socially restrained behavior
showing less than satisfactory internal consistency.

Validity

For the ER, convergence was supported through strong posi-
tive correlations with SSP Extraversion in both samples
r(195) = .55 p < .001 and r(481) = .55 p < .001, and through
moderate negative correlations with SSP Neuroticism in sam-
ple 2 r(195) = −.49. p < .001. In sample 1, the correlation with
SSP Neuroticism was also negative, yet small r(195) = −.25.
p < .001. Divergence was supported through a small correla-
tion with the EUC-13 (see Table 4). Correlations were signif-
icant at the family-wise Bonferroni adjusted alpha level.

Validity results for the EUC-13 can be found in Table 4.
The EUC-13 Uninhibited behavior subscale indicated conver-
gence through moderate to strong correlations with the SSP
Extraversion and Aggressiveness scales, and with the Benign
and Aggression control scales from the ECQ2. The EUC-13
Planful conscientious behavior was supported by moderate to
strong negative correlations with the SSP Extraversion and the
ECQ2Benign control scales. Divergence for these scales were
supported through no or small correlations with the SSP
Neuroticism and the ER scales. Convergence for the EUC-
13 Socially restrained subscale was indicated by moderate
correlations with the ECQ2 Emotion inhibition and the SSP
Extraversion scales. Divergence was, however, not supported

Table 2 Principal component
analysis of the Ego Resilience
scale

Item Component 1

1. I am generous with my friends. .45

2. I quickly get over and recover from being startled. .56

3. I enjoy dealing with new and unusual situations. .70

4. I usually succeed in making a favorable impression on people. .63

5. I enjoy trying new foods I have never tasted before. .60

6. I am regarded as a very energetic person. .69

7. I like to take different paths to familiar places. .62

8. I am more curious than most people. .64

9. Most of the people I meet are likeable. .56

10. I usually think carefully about something before acting. .18

11. I like to do new and different things. .69

12. My daily life is full of things that keep me interested. .57

13. I would be willing to describe myself as a pretty Bstrong^ personality. .57

14. I get over my anger at someone reasonably quickly. .44

Items loadings above 0.40 are marked in boldface.
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Table 3 Internal consistency and
test-retest measurements of the
Ego Resilience and the Ego
Undercontrol - 13 scales

α r (p) Mean (SD) 1 Mean (SD) 2

Sample 1 n = 483 n = 72 n = 483 n = 72

ER .84 .85* (.001) 2.56 (0.52) 2.70 (0.44)

Sample 2 n = 197 n = 48 n = 197 n = 48

EUC-13 global score .71 .86* (.001) 2.37 (0.43) 2.28 (0.45)

EUC-13 Uninhibited behavior .76 .80* (.001) 1.83 (0.62) 1.97 (0.53)

EUC-13 Planful conscientious behavior .76 .84* (.001) 2.44 (0.64) 2.29 (0.61)

EUC-13 Socially restrained behavior .51 .75* (.001) 3.00 (0.68) 2.80 (0.74)

Internal consistency was performed with Cronbach’s alpha (α), Test-retest was performed with Person product
moment correlation (r) and p-values (p). *correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed).

Uninhibited 

behavior

1. When I get bored, I like to stir up some excitement. 

2. I have been known to do unusual things on a dare.

3. My way of doing things can be misunderstood or 
bother others.

4. Sometimes I rather enjoy going against the rules and 
doing things I am not supposed to.

5. At times, I am tempted to do or say something that 
others would think inappropriate.

6. I like to stop and think things over before I do them. 
(r)

to proceed. (r)

8. I finish one activity or project before starting another. 
(r)

9. I am steady and planful rather than unpredictable and 
impulsive. (r)

10. I consider a matter from every viewpoint before I 
make a decision. (r)

11. I am easily downed in an argument. (r)

12. It makes me uncomfortable to put on a stunt at a party 
even when others are doing the same sort of thing. (r)

13. I find it hard to make small talk when I meet new 
people. (r)

Planful 

conscientious 
behavior

Socially 

restrained 
behavior

2.4

2.0

2.3

2.0

2.0

2.7

4.4

2.5

3.2

2.6

2.7

2.9

2.7

.62

.60

.44

.56

.75

.46

.81

.76

.61

.66

.57

.72

.26

.06

.36

.23

Fig. 2 Confirmatory factor analytic model of the Ego Undercontrol −13.
Ellipses represent factors, rectangles represent items, circles represent
error terms. Factor loadings are presented to the left of the items,
covariance between factors are presented to the left of the factors.

Model fit: X2 (62, n = 197) = 106.936, p < .05, X2/df = 1.72,
RMSEA = .063 (90% CI: .042–.082), SRMR = .072, CFI = .914, and
TLI = .891. r = reversed score
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because of moderate correlations with the SSP Neuroticism
and the ER scales. The EUC-13 global score indicated con-
vergence through moderate to strong correlations with three of
the ECQ2 emotion control subscales and the SSP
Extraversion factor, and divergence through no or small cor-
relations with the SSP neuroticism and the ER scales.

Discussion

The main aim of this article was to evaluate the factor structure,
the validity and the reliability of the ER and the EUC scales in
their Swedish versions. The factor analysis of the ER confirmed
prior research, showing the scale is best described as reflecting a
single factor. The scale was highly reliable, with good internal
consistency aswell as test-retest reliability. In addition, convergent
validity was satisfactory. For the EUC,many itemswere removed
based on the initial analysis, yielding both higher explained vari-
ance and more robust factor loadings. The EUC-13 showed ac-
ceptable to good internal consistency for all subscales but one, as
well as adequate test-retest reliability and construct validity.

Resilience has previously been associated with psychological
well-being (Alessandri et al. 2013; Letzring et al. 2005). Using
the ER as a measurement of resilience was supported through
factor analysis and several measures of construct validity in our
study. The ER was negatively associated with neuroticism in
both samples supporting our prior hypotheses. However, the
correlation was small in sample 1, calling for further replications.
In both samples, the ER correlated with the Extraversion scale,
also supporting prior validity research of the ER (Letzring et al.
2005). The ER also showed only a small correlation with the
EUC-13 global score, supporting the theory that neither exces-
sive overcontrol nor excessive undercontrol is unilaterally

positive and representative of an adaptive level of control
(Block and Block 1980; Letzring et al. 2005; Lynch et al.
2015a, b). In summary, the ER scale shows preliminary evidence
of satisfactory factor structure, reliability and validity.

Letzring et al. (2005) found that undercontrol measured by
the EUC was positively related to personality traits like extra-
version and openness and negatively related to agreeableness,
while no or small correlations have been found with consci-
entiousness and neuroticism traits. These measures of validity
were, however, hard to interpret since factor analysis was not
satisfactory presented and the reliability of the scale was less
than satisfactory. Thus, it was motivated to investigate wheth-
er the scale could be adapted to better fit the constructs of over
and undercontrol. The shorter Swedish version of the EUC
scale provided a three-factor model yielding both higher ex-
plained variance and more robust factor loadings than when
testing with only one factor. The new model was supported
when investigated in a new sample, indicated by an acceptable
fit between our model and the data. Given the low loading of
item 11 on Socially restrained behavior, the stability of this
factor needs further investigation in future replications. This
three-factor version somewhat opposes the original intention
of constructing a scale that measures one single dimension. It
is, however, reasonable to believe that the concept of over and
undercontrol is complex, comprising several factors and,
hence, supporting a multi-factorial solution. Nevertheless,
the combination of factors may well provide adequate content
validity to a single construct and individuals may vary along
different factors. Still, the sum score (all factors together) may
provide an overall pattern of general over or undercontrol.
This idea is supported by Lynch et al. (2015a), who suggests
that over and undercontrol are labels used to describe a com-
plex set of behaviors, not just opposite ends of a one-

Table 4 Correlations and p-values between the EUC-13, the ER, the ECQ2 and the SSP

EUC-13 EUC-13 EUC-13 EUC-13
Global score Uninhibited behavior Planful conscientious behavior Socially restrained behavior

ECQ2

Rehearsal .00 (.977) .15 (.036) .02 (.753) .19 (.009)

Emotion inhibition −.38* (.001) −.15 (.037) .24* (.001) .43* (.001)

Aggression control −.38* (.001) −.30* (.001) .11 (.140) .29* (.001)

Benign control −.53* (.001) −.50* (.001) .39* (.001) .05 (.491)

SSP

Neuroticism scale −.04 (.621) .21* (.003) .02 (.803) .39* (.001)

Aggressiveness scale .26* (.001) .39* (.001) −.06 (.430) .02 (.748)

Extraversion scale .69* (.001) .44* (.001) −.50* (.001) −.41* (.001)

ER .29* (.001) .20* (.005) −.08 (.275) −.36* (.001)

Performed with Person product moment correlations (r) and p-values (p). *Correlation is significant at the family-wise Bonferroni adjusted alpha level
(α) for the EUC-13 comparisons with the ECQ2 (.05/4 = .013), with the SSP (.05/3 = .017), and with the ER (.05/1 = .05) (2-tailed). Boldface shows
correlations equal to or greater than .30, indicating at least moderate correlations.

EUC, Ego Undercontrol scale; ER, Ego Resilience scale; ECQ2, Emotion Control Questionnaire 2; SSP, Swedish universities Scale of Personality
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dimensional continuum.Using the sum of the whole scale can,
therefore, be indicative of the general personality style.

The Uninhibited subscale from the EUC-13 showed ac-
ceptable to good reliability. Construct validity was supported
by moderate to strong correlations with extraversion and ag-
gressiveness, primarily covering aspects like impulsiveness,
adventure seeking and social intimacy, as well as impulsive,
verbal and physical aggressiveness. Validity was also support-
ed by small correlations to neuroticism and resilience.

The EUC-13 Planful conscientious behavior subscale
showed satisfactory to good reliability. Moderate to strong
negative correlations with extraversion and impulsiveness as
well as no or low correlation with measures of well-being like
neuroticism and resilience supported validity. Both the
Uninhibited and the Planful conscientious behavior subscale
scale did, however, show only small correlations with con-
structs like rehearsal and emotion inhibition, not supporting
our prior hypotheses. The reason for this can be explained by
the fact that both the EUC-13 and its original version do not
include items related to emotion inhibition or the tendency to
ruminate about emotional upsets. Also, low correlations with
the Rehearsal subscale can be explained by a hypothesis that
both people with overcontrol and undercontrol engage in ru-
minating behavior (Roger and Najarian 1989; Selby et al.
2016). Also, the Planful conscientious behavior subscale
showed no correlations with aggressiveness, covering aspects
like irritability as well as impulsive, verbal and physical ag-
gressiveness traits. This possibly indicates that aggressiveness
is not primarily just a trait among the undercontrollers.

Reliability for the EUC-13 subscale Socially restrained be-
havior was not satisfactory. Validity was ambiguous, support-
ed by moderate to high correlations with emotion inhibition
and a strong negative correlation with extraversion, yet not
supported by correlations to other measures of overcontrol
like rehearsal, impulsiveness, and aggressiveness traits. In ad-
dition, the scale correlated positively with neuroticism and
negatively with resilience, suggesting that there is a relation
between social restrain and psychological problems, opposing
divergent validity. Individuals high in social inhibition have,
however, been shown to have an increased vulnerability for
internalizing problems (de Moor et al. 2018), and it is possible
that the social restrain items from the EUC-13 subscale are
measuring an aspect of social inhibition related to these type
of internalizing difficulties. Due to poor internal consistency
as well as weak factor loading on item 11, using this subscale
to assess socially restrained behavior cannot be recommended
until further replications have been performed. The first two
factors, however, are appropriate for assessing uninhibited and
planful conscientious behavior, in addition to using them for
the global score along with items from the Socially restrained
subscale.

In EUC-13, the global score showed the most stable validity
measures in our sample. This was primarily supported by

moderate to strong correlations to extraversion, different as-
pects of impulsiveness, emotion inhibition, as well as no or
low correlation to neuroticism and resilience. All these factors
taken together appear to be the best description of the con-
structs. Hence, using the sum of the whole scale is recommend-
ed for assessing personality style in terms of over and
undercontrol.

Limitations

The study has some limitations to consider. First, there is no
gold standard in the field for measuring over and undercontrol
and the instruments used for validating the ER and the EUC-
13 in this study provide, at best, good approximations.
Secondly, the characteristics of the samples call for caution
regarding whom the results can be generalized to. It is possible
that people with difficulties in emotion regulation showed
greater interest in the study and they probably are not repre-
sentative of the general population. Thirdly, the study did not
include a clinical sample, which excludes knowledge about
the properties of the scales in clinical settings.

Conclusion

Reliability and validity measures of the ER as well as the EUC-
13 are regarded as promising for measuring resilience, overcon-
trol and undercontrol. In general, the ER seems to be an ade-
quate measure of resilience and the EUC-13 seems to correlate
well with over and undercontrol characteristics like extraver-
sion, adventure seeking, impulsiveness, and emotion inhibition.
Also, reducing the EUC to 13 items reduces the patient burden
and, hence, increases its clinical utility. The questionnaires can
be valuable in studies of over and undercontrol, personality,
self-regulation, and potential relation to psychiatric problems.
Future research should focus on assessing the presence of these
constructs in a clinical population.
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